Title: SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ENCLOSED AN ANATOMICAL OPENING

Abstract: Implantable therapeutic devices and methods for endovascular placement of devices at a target site, such an opening at a neck of an aneurysm, are disclosed. Selected embodiments of the present technology have closures (102) that at least partially occlude the neck of an aneurysm to stabilize embolic or coagulative treatment of the aneurysm. In one embodiment, for example, an aneurysm closure device comprises a closure structure (102) and a supplemental stabilizer (103). The closure structure can have a curved portion configured to extend along a first vessel, such as a side branch of a bifurcated vessel that extends along a lateral axis (T). The supplemental stabilizer extends from the closure structure along a longitudinal axis (L) transverse to the lateral axis of the first vessel. The supplemental stabilizer is configured to exert an outward force against a second vessel, such as a parent vessel, that extends transversely to the first vessel.
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   An aneurysm device wherein the distal framework portion of the closure structure comprises a vertex from which the proximal support framework is biased to press outward against a luminal wall of the parent artery (see claim 2) so that the anchoring force needs not be provided by the supplemental stabilizer itself.

2. claims: 39-51, 57-60, 62, 63, 79, 80, 87

   An aneurysm device wherein the specific constructional details (see claims 39, 45, 57, 60, 62, 63, 79, 80, 87) of the closure structure provide an improved occlusion of an aneurysm neck and a better fixation in the downstream arteries.

3. claims: 53-56, 86

   An aneurysm device wherein the stabilizer comprises a helical leg projecting proximally from the closure structure (claims 53, 86) to improve the fixation of the stabilizer in the parent artery.

4. claims: 68, 81

   An aneurysm device wherein a barrier or membrane of the closure structure is adapted to modify the blood flow in and around the aneurysm either by a one-way valve (claim 68) or a wedge (claim 81) in order to limit the blood pressure within the aneurysm.

5. claims: 72-78

   A system wherein the positioning mechanism of a delivery device comprises two wires (claims 72, 76) to enhance the positioning of the aneurysm device.
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